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This presentation summarises some ongoing research into attitudes of those choosing to work independently 
via the Internet – eLancers. The work was supported under a ERC grant. More information is available via 

http://workandhome.ac.uk

http://workandhome.ac.uk/




The work reported here is based on two focus groups, one with freelancers and one with experts in the field. 
Subsequently, a series of semi-structured interviews were held with a total of 41 eLancers. The work here is 

based on analysis of the first dozen. NOTE the focus groups and interviews were all pre-COVID pandemic



Transcriptions of the focus groups were analysed using Thematic Analysis to identify common themes; for the 
semi-structured interviews, there was a combination of Narrative Analysis, IPA and Thematic Analysis



The experts identified issues they felt were important for eLancers using digital platforms to market themselves 
and run their businesses. They mainly focused on control shifting to those running the digital platforms – the 
platforms therefore dictate terms for the eLancers - and the lack of generic career and admin support for the 

eLancers themselves – like HR and finance





The eLancers themselves, meanwhile, stated that they appreciated a greater level of control over their own 
destiny. Interestingly, though, although they could carry over skills from a previous job, the attendees reported 

that they often would continue traditional employment alongside their eLancing





Traditional (psychological) models of work tend to predict ambivalent outcomes: eLancing has its attraction but 
the lack of control and its unpredictability would suggest that it is unappealing. The question arises, therefore, 

as to why eLancers continue to pursue independent and insecure work



Uses and Gratifications Theory might provide a different perspective – specifically: we used the semi-structured 
interviews with eLancers to try and identify what their motivation might be (uses) and on consequence what 

they get out of eLancing (gratifications) 



The Narratives were largely progressive ~ eLancers
reported specific goals and the achievement of those 

goals

At the same time, their Motivation for exploring 
eLancing including both extrinsic and intrinsic factors: 

the intrinsic factors include not only autonomy but 
also relatedness, through collaboration with other 

eLancers





Experts had focused on extrinsic motivators like a lack of control and no support for admin or career 
development. By contrast, the eLancers themselves focus on intrinsic motivators, especially the ability to 

identify and connect with similar others, occasionally creating more formal mutual support networks



Trying to situate these findings within existing 
literature on working, remote contact and 

collaboration….



What emerges is a more nuanced and positive view of technology-mediated activities than may initially have 
been predicted: eLancers accept the virtual environment because that’s a necessity, but they go beyond passive 

acceptance to find what is important to them (gratifications) which includes Prosociality and relatedness





One of the eLancers from the original focus group highlights something perhaps unexpected about the virtual 
environment: apart from anything else, there is a cross-over with ‘leisure’ and ‘personal connection’







Objectives/Purpose: It is tempting to see the online gig economy, ‘eLancing’, as little 

more than technology-mediated freelancing. This paper shows, however, that the 

Internet offers different opportunities for eLancers to build professional and personal 

lives in tandem contributing to our understanding of new technologies in working lives. 

Individual ‘gigs’ are theoretically open to anyone irrespective of ethnicity, location or 

disability. However, a professional persona on a digital platform exists alongside a semi-

private one in social media requiring careful impression management and contextual 

compartmentalisation. Design/Background: In this study, we focus on contradictions 

reported in the literature to show that eLancers themselves build a comprehensive 

client-facing profile. Methods:Two focus groups, one with eLancers, the other with 

platform providers and domain experts, and semi-structured interviews with 12 eLancers

were analysed qualitatively to identify stakeholder perspectives. Results:The experts 

confirmed traditional findings on social isolation, insecure compensation, legal 

protection, and professional training. Providers focus on improving technology to ease 

remote communication. eLancers themselves, by contrast, highlight intrisic motivating 

factors like autonomy and personal satisfaction. Those in the creative industries, in 

particular, exploit the entirety of their online presence, including social media like 

facebook, to create a comprehensive virtual portfolio. Far from trying to contain online 

impressions, they accept the new environment. eLancing for them is not simply about 

equality and geographic reach, but a socio-technical context encouraging digital 

entrepreneurship. Conclusions: Rather than confirming existing models of working 

psychology, our findings suggest that eLancers integrate the virtual world into a 

progressive narrative of autonomy exploiting technology potential.
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